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1. Editorial
Croeso i’r cylchlythyr – Welcome to the newsletter. Having
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Conwy. I started exploring the local lead mines and slate
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things mining ever since. I met my wife, Susan on a trip
down Rhaiadr Rwst mine in 1975, and the rest is history – we
have been fooling around in mines and quarries ever since. We have been WMS members for
over thirty years, our first activity with the WMS being the visit to Dylife in June 1985. The
family has good mining credentials; my maternal grandfather was a slate quarryman, working in
the Bwlch Gwyn quarry in Rhiwddolion and later in Blaenau. My other grandfather, exempt
from war service on health grounds, worked as a stonemason at Cae Coch during WW1 and later
at Pandora. Susan’s family were Durham and Derbyshire coal miners until the industry was
destroyed in the 1980’s.
I do not envisage any great changes in the newsletter, but I would like to focus a little more on
the membership of the Society. Despite my thirty years’ membership, there are still names that I
cannot put faces to. Likewise at meets, there are many people I do not know by name. It is a sad
fact that we only get to hear about some members when we read their obituary in these pages, so
perhaps we need to get to know each other better while we are still alive.
Any changes to the format are due mainly to the limitations of Microsoft Word, in which I have
produced this edition, with some much appreciated assistance from David Roe.

2. Summer Meet - Weekend 11th - 12th June 2016
Organisers: Raymond Griffiths, Jo Dawson and Neil Culross.
Saturday 11th June - Cwm Machno and Rhiwbach Slate Quarries.
Saturday morning at 10.30. Meet at Cwm Machno Quarry in Cwm Penmachno (SH 752 472)
for a walk through Cwm Machno quarry and up to Rhiwbach. Please drive carefully through
Cwm Penmachno village and park considerately. Fairly steep climb up to Rhiw Bach on stony
tracks with some wet areas – good footwear recommended.
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Following the walk, there will be an opportunity to visit the Shiloh Community Hall in Cwm for
afternoon tea and to view the museum in the Heritage Room.
Dinner at the Llugwy River Restaurant, Royal Oak, Betws-y-Coed. LL24 0AY, UK
Phone: 01690 710219 / 710011 http://hotel-snowdonia.co.uk/dining/llugwy-river-restaurant
Food choices are outlined in the insert in this newsletter and should be returned to Jo Dawson by
Friday 3rd June 2016 at skjo@hotmail.co.uk or Tan y Neuadd, Cwm Camlais, Aberhonddu, LD3
8TE
The cost for three courses is £25 per person, payable on the evening.
Sunday 12th June- Gefail y Miners and Cwm Prysor Copper Mines
Sunday morning at 10.30. Parking off the A4212 between Trawsfynydd and Bala at SH 784
387. There is a rough layby here where the old railway line leaves the line of the road. Approx.
45 min. walk along forest tracks to the site of Gefail y Miners. It will also be possible to visit the
Cwm Prysor railway viaduct with the Cwm Prysor copper mine below it.
There may be opportunities for further visits in the following week for those who are staying in
the area.
Accommodation - Guest Houses and B&Bs
Bryn Llewellyn Guest House, Address: Holyhead Road, Betws-y-Coed, Conwy LL24 0BN,
Phone: 01690 710601 http://www.bryn-llewelyn.co.uk/
Bryn Avon Guest House, Pentre Felin, Betws-y-Coed LL24 0BB
Phone: 01690 710403 http://www.bryn-afon.co.uk/
Garth Dderwen Bed and Breakfast Victorian Guest House, Vicarage Road, Betws-y-Coed,
Gwynedd LL24 0AD Phone: 01690 710491 http://www.garth-dderwen.co.uk/
Mairlys Bed and Breakfast Address: Holyhead Rd, Betws-y-Coed LL24 0AN
Phone: 01690 710190 http://www.mairlys.co.uk/
Cyrau View Address: Holyhead Road, Betws-y-Coed LL24 0BN
Phone: 01690 710771 http://www.betws-y-coed-accommodation.co.uk/
Y Giler Arms, Rhydlydan, Pentrefoelas, Betws-y-Coed, Conwy, LL24 0LL
Tel: 01690 770612 / 01690 770719 http://www.giler.co.uk/
Royal Oak Hotel Betws-y-Coed, Conwy LL24 0AY, UK
Phone: 01690 710219 / 710011 http://hotel-snowdonia.co.uk/
Accommodation - Campsites
Cwmlanerch Caravan Park – allows camping as well.
Cwmlanerch, Betws-y-Coed, Snowdonia, North Wales. LL24 0BG Phone: 07751 374527 or
079446 13932 http://www.snowdonia-cwmlanerch.co.uk/caravan-park.html
Rynys Farm Camping Site near Betws-y-Coed, Snowdonia, North Wales, LL26 0RU
Phone: 01690 710218 http://www.rynys-camping.co.uk/ (convenient for Cwm Penmachno)
Y Giler Arms, Rhydlydan, Pentrefoelas, Betws y Coed, Conwy, LL24 0LL
Tel: 01690 770612 / 01690 770719 http://www.giler.co.uk
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4. Autumn Conference - Saturday 24th September 2016
‘The fascination that is in all mining’
The conference will celebrate the late George Hall’s life and mining interests and will be held in
the William Morris Conference Room at Mellington Hall, Church Stoke, Powys SY15 6HX. The
quoted title for the Conference is attributed to the late David Bick who once remarked that it was
his friend George Hall who introduced him to, ‘the fascination that is in all mining’.
The agenda for the day will start at around 9:30 am for coffee, with the conference starting at
10:30 am and finishing at 5:30 pm. It is intended that talks will cover many aspects of George’s
life, from his early introduction to mining, his achievements, the people he touched and inspired,
his humour, his interests, and his family.
Speakers will include George's son, Tom who will reflect on his father's life; Terry Evans on his
early adventures into Wales with George; Ivor Brown will provide details of George's interests in
Shropshire; Simon Dominy will speak about gold mining that was a significant passion for
George. Other speakers will include Graham Levins from the Welsh Mines Preservation Trust.
There will be talks from researchers on various aspects of Welsh mining, who George helped or
inspired, and those who knew George from his involvement in the Welsh Mines Society and the
Welsh Mines Preservation Trust. Finally, David James will detail aspects of George's own
research on mining, and its frustrations. It was David who put other un-finished business of
George's into words, and edited the publication “Metal Mining in Mid-Wales: 1822-1921”, an
account of George's uncompleted thesis for a Master of Philosophy degree from Aberystwyth
University.
The all-inclusive cost of £35 per attendee for the conference offers unlimited coffee, tea and
biscuits during the day, a two-course hot and cold buffet lunch, plus afternoon tea with
homemade cakes. Besides the conference room those attending will have the exclusive use of
two sitting rooms, as well as the hotel’s larger public hall, so that there will be ample
opportunities for social and mining discussions.
It is worth mentioning that the hotel is in a beautiful and secluded situation, with its own gardens
and extensive grounds (through which the Offa’s Dyke path passes) with particularly fine trees
and views of the South Shropshire hills. The Stiperstones and the Longmynd are near at hand;
Ironbridge, Ludlow, and Powis Castle are easy drives.
In the evening there will be a dinner at Mellington Hall Hotel at 7:00 for 7:30 pm. This will be an
à la carte menu with main courses around £15, for those who wish to linger. Please let David Roe
know if you wish to attend as he needs to let the staff know how many to expect.
The room can only accommodate 50 people and so the numbers attending will be strictly
limited – we already have half the places booked. So if you wish to attend please do not
delay in booking your place with David Roe, 20, Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge,
Devon PL21 0NG or email david@d-roe.freeserve.co.uk. Cheques (£35 per conference
place) payable to Welsh Mines Society.
50 is the limit so after that number of bookings you have missed your chance!
Field trip to Bryntail and Pen y Clyn
Sunday 25th September 11.00 am prompt
On the Sunday there will be a walk to the Bryntail and Pen y Clyn mines, near Llanidloes
starting from the Bryntail Mine carpark at SN 913 867. This is signposted from the B4518
Llanidloes – Machynlleth road about two miles NW of Llanidloes. As we have a full schedule
for the day we will start promptly at 11.00 am. The route will start at the Bryntail barytes mill
and then over the hill to the Pen y Clyn lead mine (where the WMPT did so much to ensure the
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repair of the 19th century engine-house almost 10 years ago) and then returning to the “new”
Bryntail lead works. Take your own refreshments!
Contact details for Mellington Hall (for booking accommodation) are as follows:
Tel.: 01588 620 456. E-mail: info@mellingtonhallhotel.com
Webpages: www.mellingtonhallhotel.com
Mellington Hall Hotel provides a range of Bed & Breakfast accommodation with rooms
available up to £265, but their Standard Double room rate for Bed & Breakfast is £135.00 (single
occupancy £85.00). The NGR of the entrance to the hotel drive is: SO 253 930. View road atlas,
or 1:25,000 OS Map (the arrow indicates entrance gates).
Some other local hotels are:
Dragon Hotel, Montgomery, 01686 668 359
Castle Hotel, Bishops Castle, 01588 638 403
Railway Inn, Forden, 01938 580 237 [B&B from £40.00 / night]
Talbot Hotel, Berriew, 01686 640 880 [B&B from £40.00 / night]
Some farm house B&B and guest houses are:
Hendomen Farm House, Montgomery, 01686 668 004
Drewin Farm, Church Stoke, 01588 620 325
Little Brompton, Montgomery, 01686 668 371
Magnolia B&B, Bishops Castle, 01588 638 098
Lower Broughton, Montgomery, 01588 638 393
Heath Cottage, Forden, 01938 580 453
Camping / Caravans: Mellington Hall Hotel provides sites and facilities for camping and
caravans. Details of the above, and further accommodation, can be found on:
www.bishopscastle.co.uk/tourism, or telephone Mrs Carroll on: 01588 638 467.

5. WMS Spring Meeting
Some 25 members gathered at Tan y Neuadd for our meeting, hosted by Jo Dawson and Neil
Culross. The excellent weather, congenial company and interesting speakers combined to make it
a memorable day.
Roy Fellows updated the WMS Spring Meet with a summary of the many activities that he is
involved with in Welsh Mining.
Steve Plant talked about the Nickel and Cobalt mining in the UK with a particular focus on the
work he has done with Mike Merry at St Austell Consuls in Cornwall. In addition to the
introduction to nickel and cobalt mineralogy he gave a fascinating insight in how he had
researched the location of these minerals using archive documents, Ordnance Survey maps and
mine plans.
Mole summarised the key points arising from the various NAMHO and other organisations
meeting's that he has attended on behalf of the WMS.
David Roe took the members through the last 37 years of field trips and we classified the
locations into around nine geographical areas so as to give us the opportunity to review them by:
how often we have been to them; how recently we have visited the area; provide a resource for
use in planning future events. It is hoped that this will be available on the webpage in the near
future.
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Our grateful thanks must go to Jo and Neil for providing the venue and in preparing the excellent
buffet lunch.
(Photo of the delegates on p.22)

6. Publications and online resources
British Mining.
The hundredth edition of British Mining has been published. Among the many articles is Lode
continuity and controls at the Eaglebrook and Camdwrbach Mines, Ceredigion by David James
British Mining No.100, Memoirs 2015 Editor Richard Smith, Northern Mines Research Society,
soft bound, 108 pages, illustrated with b&w photographs, plans and maps, A5, £10.00 plus £2.00
p&p (NMRS Members discount £2.50 per copy) ISSN 0308-2199
Cambrian Caving Council Newsletter – Wales Underground
Issue 47 October 2015 Explorations of the Gwrych Castle mines by Dave Tyson.
Issue 48 January 2016 See items on pp. 16/17
These are available online on the Cambrian Caving Council website
Below! – the newsletter of the Shropshire Caving & Mining Club
The archive on the club’s website has the issues from 1988 up to 2014. The spring issue for 2014
has an interesting article on the Aberdaron Barytes Mine by Mike Shaw. See the publications
and records section of the club’s website: www.shropshirecmc.org.uk
Oakley Slate Mine
A history of Oakley Slate Mine has been published by Graham Isherwood on the Adit Now
website. It amounts to over 300 pages of text and 176 diagrams. It is a work in progress, with
photos, twelve appendices, references and some diagrams yet to appear. What has been published
up to now is detailed and comprehensive and reflects the author’s intimate knowledge of the site.
Unfortunately, little now remains of the industrial archaeology as the site has been substantially
altered to cater for modern working methods. Also, entry to the site is strictly prohibited to the
casual visitor. Apparently even visits to the remote Nyth y Gigfran area have resulted in vigorous
reaction from security staff.
The work may be accessed at the Oakley Slate Mine entry on Adit Now or at:
http://www.aditnow.co.uk/Mines/Oakeley-Slate-Mine_8/
Index to newspapers – Extractive Industries
This online index compiled over very many years and being constantly added to, was initially
hosted by the University of Exeter Mining History pages. However due to difficulties in getting
this site updated, at the suggestion of Dr Roger Burt an alternative site was looked for. The
Trevithick Society has agreed to host this in future. The site can be found by a link at the foot of
the home page on the Trevithick Society website.
The index covers mining, quarrying, smelting and allied topics, worldwide. The sources used
have been predominantly newspapers published in Cornwall and Plymouth, but also others such
as some Shropshire and Welsh papers. In many cases after 1847 only the first few months of
each year have so far been covered.
For Wales, early editions of the Cambrian (published in Swansea) and the North Wales Gazette
are currently being added.
Many newspapers are now appearing online, on for instance the British Library's 19th Century
Newspapers site. These are searchable, but the quality of print often means the success rate for
picking up any particular keyword is very variable, so an index will probably always remain of
use. The National Library of Wales have put many Welsh newspapers online, but there are gaps
in their coverage, so for instance coverage of the Cambrian on microfilm at Swansea Library is
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believed to be more complete. The latter institution has an online index to the Cambrian, but it is
understood this mainly just covers references relevant to West Glamorgan.
In addition to continued additions, there are some inconsistencies in the layout which hopefully
will eventually be sorted out.
https://www.trevithick-society.org.uk/downloads/newspaper_index_feb_2016.pdf
Alasdair Neill.
Slate Quarry Railways of Gwynedd
This 96 page history by WMS member Michael Messenger is now available at a reduced price of
£14 (including p/p) from Twelveheads Press, 2 Woodside Cottages, Chacewater, Truro,
Cornwall TR4 8LP enquiries@twelveheads.com
Darkness Below website
Describing itself as “your one stop site for caving, mining and other underground news and
events” the Darkness Below website (www.darknessbelow.co.uk) is a new venture set up by
Tony Brocklebank (Earby Pothole Club), Graham Mullan and Linda Wilson (UBSS) and Peter
Burgess (Wealden Cave & Mine Society) which intends to publish news and events for cavers,
mine explorers and historians. Current mining related stories include prehistoric Greek silver
mining at Laurion to latest news on Alltycrib and Cwmystwyth – well worth a visit to this
website.

Book Reviews
7. The Planet in a Pebble
I recently came across this book by accident when it was mentioned in an article in New Scientist
and although it was published over five years ago it proved to be a gem of a book. It starts on the
beach somewhere near Aberystwyth and chooses a pebble – not dissimilar to several that I (and I
suspect many other WMS members) have scattered about the house and garden. The author, Jan
Zalasiewicz, lecturer of Geology at Leicester University, proceeds to take the reader on “a
journey into Earth’s deep history” to explain how it was formed and the science of the geology
that created it. But the author does not start in the depth of some Silurian mud – Jan is driven by
an exuberant desire to explain everything – and so we immediately plunge into astrophysics and
the forging of heavier atoms from the primeval hydrogen by a supernova, perhaps 12 billion
years ago.
The author has a knack of effortlessly explaining complex science – take for example the
presence of zircon crystals in these Silurian slates. Where did they come from? How do we
know that they are 2.3 billion years old? Where was the volcano that spewed them onto the
surface? How did tectonic plates move those crystals grains so that they became part of the
Silurian slates nearly 2 billion years later? In our journey to understand the this lump of stone we
confront the mysteries of graptolites, grapple with rare earth isotope ratios in monazite nodules
and marvel at pyrite framboids as the pebble is painstakingly analysed. Lots of unexplained
oddities noticed in my years of wandering through the hills of Mid Wales have now become
clear, and memories recalled (such as David James explaining turbidite fans high above Castle
Rock near Dyfngwm). It is a roller coaster ride for the book’s 220 pages - but rarely – if ever
does it get out of control.
I read this book at one sitting and when I said goodbye to Jan on the final page it was like
bidding farewell to a trusted expedition guide, who during our adventures had also become a
friend and mentor, and whose sheer enthusiasm has given me a much deeper understanding of
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the geology of Mid Wales than I had ever thought possible. The hardback is published by Oxford
University Press at a RRP of £16.99
Above three items - David Roe

8. Don Regino
WMS Members Rob and Boo Vernon have
frequently visited Linares, a lead mining town
in the Jaen Province of Andalucia, Spain. At
the turn of the previous century the area
attracted foreign experience and capital and a
significant British community was established
there.
There is a well-maintained English cemetery in
Linares containing the grave of Reginald
Bonham Carter, the young mechanical engineer
from a famous family. Reggie was popular
with the Spaniards who referred to him as Don Regino. More than 400 letters which he wrote to
his family still exist in the Hampshire Record Office. They tell an interesting story of that time
and place, from when he was Engineer at la Tortilla (Thomas Sopwith's Mine) to the time when
he managed his own Mine where he unfortunately was killed in a mining accident. So Rob and
Boo have now written the story of his short life as a book. They have included many
illustrations, maps and photographs, some of which are from family albums deposited at
Winchester.
The Book Don Regino is available from Completelynovel.com (signing up is free) and costs £11
plus post and packing. https://completelynovel.com/search?query=Don+Regino&commit=Go
It is also available from Amazon.
Rob and Boo Vernon
North Wales Cave and mine websites
Cris Ebbs has updated his website on the caves of North Wales, which includes caves found in
mines. http://tinyurl.com/cavesofnorthwales
Also available is his website on the Flintshire mineshttps://sites.google.com/site/flintshireleadmining
Descent January 2016 via Mole

9. The Archaeology of Mining and Quarrying in England
– A Research Framework
NAMHO 2016 SBN 978 1 871827 41 5 Collated and edited by Phil Newman
This publication presents the evidence collected in the first part of a Research Framework for the
Archaeology of the Extractive Industries in England. All extractive industries are covered
including bulk minerals, coal, clay, iron, lead, zinc, and copper. It is an assessment of the current
state of archaeological investigation and brings together current knowledge of the geological
context, technologies used, the infrastructure of the industries, transport links and settlement
together with document based research.
Gaps in current knowledge of past mining and quarrying have been identified and the potential
for new or further investigations has been identified and these are presented as a Research
Agenda with a series of 76 Research Aims.
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10. Books for Sale
I am thinning down my bookshelves and WMS members might be interested in making
(sensible) offers for the following titles.
W J Lewis, Lead Mining in Wales 1967. Hardback. Good condition apart from a tatty
dustwrapper. Ex-BBC reference library. This is priced at £40 upwards on-line, I'd be happy with
£30.
T M Thomas, The Mineral Wealth of Wales and its Exploitation 1961. Hardback. Good
condition although dustwrapper has been covered in clear plastic which has shrunk a little.
J A Phillips & & Henry Lewis, A Treatise on Ore Deposits 1896 Second Edition. Good
condition for age.
Postage on each about £2
Michael Messenger

11. Conferences and meetings
NAMHO Conference, 17th-19th June 2016, Dublin. ‘Mining and Social Change’.
This year’s NAMHO Conference is being hosted by the MHTI on the 17th-19th June 2016. The
meeting will be based at Dublin City University. On Saturday there will be a day of lectures with
the theme Mining and Social Change. Details of how to register for the conference will be made
available online in due course. For more information, contact Alastair Lings on 01896 757861 /
07763 850087 or alastairlings@yahoo.co.uk
The 11th International Mining History Congress, Linares, Jaen (Andalucia), Spain. 6th-11th
September 2016. “Mines: history and influence in industrial and social development of mining
communities" The Linares and La Carolina mining field was probably one of the most
significant lead producers in Western Europe in the 19th century and contains the largest
collection of Cornish type engine houses outside the United Kingdom. There will be a full
programme of presentations and daily field trips to some of the most significant mine sites in the
area. Full details on the Congress website http://www.mining2016linares.com/
NAMHO Conference 2017 The NAMHO Council have accepted an offer from the Wealden
Cave and Mine Society to host the 2017 Conference. Details will be released when available.
NAMHO Conference 2018 will be hosted in the Forest of Dean.
International Early Engines Conference The inaugural International Early Engines Conference
(IEEC) will be held at the Ironworks Centre, Elsecar, South Yorkshire 11th-13th May 2017. The
purpose of the conference is to provide a forum for presentation and discussion of new research
into heat engines prior to 1810. Headline Theme – “Thomas Newcomen and colleagues’
achievements untainted by the smokescreen of Watt”. Booking arrangements available
September 2016. Further information at www.earlyengines.org
Celebrating the Tinworking Landscape of Dartmoor in its European Context - Prehistory to
20th Century. Tavistock, Devon UK, 6th-11th May 2016 The first international conference
exploring the tinworking landscape of Dartmoor in an European context, is to be held in
Tavistock from 6th-11th May 2016. It marks 25 years of the Dartmoor Tinworking Research
Group, and 10 years of the UNESCO World Heritage designation of the Cornwall & West Devon
Mining Landscape. All bookings must be received by 30th April 2016. The full Conference
Programme and details about booking are now available on the DTRG website: www.dtrg.org.uk
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Welsh Mines Preservation Trust
Dates for 2016
16/17 April
Cwmbyr
7/8 May
Cwmbyr
28/29 May
Heritage Weekend
25/26 June
TBA
16/17 July
TBA
17/18 September
Cwm Rheidol
8/9 October
TBA
WMPT Heritage Weekend
The 2016 Heritage Weekend led by Ioan Lord and Peter Claughton will be held over the Whitsun
Bank Holiday weekend 28th/29th May. It will include visits to mine sites in the Ystumtuen area,
also an evening of talks at a local venue. When details are confirmed they will be posted on the
WMPT website www.welshminestrust.org

12. The ‘South Nanty’ and Glansevern trials
The major mine at Nanty lies on the north bank of the River Wye around SN 853 823 about 10
kilometres west of Llangurig and has been fairly fully described by O. T. Jones (1922) and David
Bick (1977). The mine is known to have operated between 1856-71 and yielded returns of 1781
tons of lead concentrates according to Jones. No plan appears to be preserved. About a kilometre
to the WSW on the steep hillsides above the south bank of the Wye lie several trial workings
which appear in the literature under different names but are not mentioned by either Bick or
Jones.
‘South Nanty’ was named by Foster-Smith (1978, p 24) for the trial he placed at SN 849 818.
The Institute of Geological Sciences (IGS, 1974) do not show workings here nor use this name;
rather placing ‘Glansevern’ at SN 845819. This sett was held by the Glan Severn Mining Co.
(Ltd) registered in 1873 (MJ, 1873, p 362). Foster-Smith (1978, p 24) does not refer to
Glansevern by name but mentions two levels at this grid reference on the same lode under his
account of South Nanty. According to the Mining Journal there were two parallel lodes (MJ,
1873, p 308), at least one of which was reportedly ca 3 metres wide. Lode number 1 was thought
to be an extension of the ‘Cwmystwith’ (sic) lode, possibly for promotional reasons. Lode
number 2 was termed ‘Pant Mawr’ and claimed to be an extension of that mined nearby at Nanty.
Both of these lodes were said to have yielded ‘stones’ of lead ore; number 1 was rich in friable
quartz and number 2 in calcite (MJ; 1873, p 773, 874; 1874, p 329). Lode 1 was tested in a sump
near portal, later deepened and tried in depth at a 12 fathom level off a shaft (MJ, 1874, p 762).
Buildings and a 25x3 ft. pumping wheel were erected between the portal of lode number 1 and
the forestry track which now lies to the S but no traces remain. The wheel may well have been
erected in a timber frame and supplied by timber launder from higher on the stream without need
for cutting a leat. The shaft is not shown on the old OS maps and its likely site is now buried by
forestry operations. The 1903 25” OS map identifies three adit levels, as does the 1948 1:25, 000
OS map although the latter does not show precise locations. The Mining Journal mentions only
two and the 2005 OS Explorer map shows only one. Lode number 2 must host the easternmost
trial and Foster-Smith’s count is vindicated although his introduction of the name ‘South Nanty’
is incorrect.
Which of the other two adits tested lode number 1 cannot be ascertained from these sources.
Recent fieldwork has answered this question and clarified the relationship of the lode number 2
to the mine at Nanty.
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O.T. Jones (1922) established that the Glansevern trials lay at the very top of his Frongoch
Formation, immediately below his Cwmystwyth Formation. Recently the British Geological
Survey (BGS, 2010) have issued a new map which adds considerable detail to that of Jones, the
topmost strata of the Frongoch Formation being allocated to the Blaen Myherin Mudstone
Formation and the grits of the Cwmystwyth Formation to the Rhuddnant Grits Formation. The
trials lie in a synclinal area to the W of the Nanty lode; immediately E of this lode bedding dips
steepen rapidly to near-vertical (BGS, 2010). All of the trials were driven in the Mudstones. BGS
do not map a fault / lode in the position of lode number 2 but show lode number 1 to lie on what
appears to be an E-heading curvilinear normal fault with a strike a few degrees W of N around
the portal and extending S to the second trial on this lode.
This is not confirmed by my survey which rather indicates that lode number 1 strikes around
NNE-SSW and that the two trials on it are either offset, possibly by a ‘jog’, or lie on separate
sub-parallel fractures. Contrary to the belief promulgated in the Mining Journal, the trial at
‘South Nanty’ is not on the southerly extension of the main lode at Nanty, lying ca 260 m to the
W of its probable projection which, S of the Wye, seems likely to pass through a boggy
depression trending 007° at SN 8520 8188 where extensive outcrops of beds to the immediate
SW striking 062° and dipping SE at 25° are sharply truncated. The BGS map agrees with this
conclusion. As the trace of the Nanty lode across Allt Pant-mawr is fairly precisely located
across an elevation difference of ca 150 metres; its dip can be estimated easily and is ca 67° to
the WNW. This agrees with O.T. Jones who thought the lode at Nanty to dip steeply to the
WNW, not ESE as do all the lodes at Glansevern as established by my surveys. The correlation
of the ‘South Nanty’ lode with that at Nanty is hence improbable. No trials seem to have been
made along the line of the Nanty lode S of the Wye and it may well die out rapidly in this area.
Sense of displacement on the Nanty lode may be indeterminate owing to alluvial cover in the
Wye valley. The BGS map suggests a very small downthrow to the W, i.e. a normal fault, but
lack of complete exposure permits a larger downthrow to the E, i.e. a reverse fault. The northerly
extension of the Nanty lode from the mine is clearly expressed in the topography along the northeasterly-flowing tributary of Nant-y-Crug where two shallow trial shafts and possible collapsed
adits are still evident around SN 855 831. The lode here is reportedly 3-6 ft. wide; some “fine
specimens” were noted (MJ, 1862, p 762) but a crosscut to the south through the lode found only
“sulphur and mundic” (MJ, 1863, p 91) after which reports cease.
One candidate for the trial on lode number 1 must be that driven as a drift to 195° from a portal
behind a waterfall in the narrow ravine at SN 8450 8203 with a plausible sump (MJ, 1873, p
308), which is now stream-filled. Entry through the waterfall is still possible though
uncomfortably damp. The trial seems, from what is now visible in the roof, to have been
essentially barren and the ‘lode’ is a brecciated clay joint up to ca 0.8 metres wide dipping
predominantly and steeply to the ESE. Minor quartz reefs occur near the portal: much rock has
collapsed here with resultant ponding of water in the adit to about chest height and headroom as
little as ca 0.4 metres. The drift is ca 151 metres long with no side passages: at 73 metres drivage
a 5 metre long trial stope in the roof is boarded off and there is a fall for 7 metres beginning at
132 metres. Nearby, the beginnings of a separate trial, only 1 metre deep, can be found in Nant yr
Erin at SN 8446 8210.
The second candidate for the trial on lode number 1 at Glansevern lies only ca 170 metres from
the first, sub-parallel to it but slightly offset to the SE. It lies at SN 8453 8185, higher on the
same ravine than the first, about 10 metres above and to the east of a kink in the stream where a
waterfall is developed. The approach cutting is about 10 metres long and must originally have
been ca 3.5 metres deep at the portal; it contains much fallen timber but the west of the rockface
is probably the sidewall of a near vertical fracture striking ca 200-204°. Exposure at the portal
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shows that this surface is the lode footwall dipping 75-87° to the ESE: a poorly brecciated
fracture zone is visible and about 0.6 metres wide. The adit requires inclined entry down a tight
muddy stone chute into chest-deep water; drivage is only ca 7 metres long in total with an
oblique cut across to the lode hanging wall which was then followed for ca 2.7 metres. Clearly
this adit cannot be the working on lode number 1 that is mentioned in the Mining Journal but it is
plausibly a trial on what might have been taken to be the same lode consistent with FosterSmith’s description, rather than on a third lode.
The trial on lode number 2 lies in the west bank of the stream at SN 8492 8181. It was driven as
a drift towards 205° in a clay joint / breccia for ca 40 metres. It is open but water level is waist to
chest deep. The lode breccia in the roof thickens to ca 1 metre beyond 30 metres where a major
fall ca 4 metres high below a cavernous roof probably indicates a stope. The lode margins
dipping ca 75° to the ESE are well exposed hereabouts: great care is advisable negotiating the
fall as the hangingwall above one’s head may be liable to spall. Timber roof supports for ca 7
metres at 6.5 metres overlain by rubble may indicate another stope. There is no obvious
mineralisation now preserved. Hence none of the three trial adits S of the Wye worked the Nanty
lode and the name ‘South Nanty’ should be dropped as all the workings lay on the Glansevern
sett.
There is very little room for tipping in the ravines around the lodes described above and one
suspects that the tips are now levelled by forestry operations and/or washed away by the streams.
It is surprising that so much effort was put into such poor prospects; probably their similarity to
Nanty in terms of lode orientation and host stratigraphy was one determinant but another seems
to have been the occurrence of ‘stones of ore’.
At the ordinary general meeting of the Glan Severn Mining Co. held in early August 1873 (MJ,
1873, p 874) the manager’s report, from John Kitto, made much of the ‘splendid orestuff’ being
found in lode number 1 in lumps of ‘5-40 pounds weight’. The directors noted that ‘Probably,
never in the whole history of lead mining have better stones of ore than those sent for your
inspection been broken from a mine so little developed’, a bold claim indeed. Such richness
seems to fit ill with the facts that the venture ceased to report in 1874 and with the apparent
poverty of the lodes as seen in this survey. Was Kitto guilty of ‘salting’ for promotional reasons
or was the ore habitat in ‘nuggets’ within otherwise essentially barren fault-gouge / breccia?
Mention of ‘stones’ of galena is not uncommon in reports from mines in Central Wales but for
obvious reasons specimens are rare. Some years ago I found a ‘stone’ of about 11 lbs (5 kg) at
Siglenlas which lies about 2.2 kilometres NE of Nanty. ‘Stones’ look spectacular but it takes a
high concentration to be economic – even if eight ‘stones’ each of one stone (14 lbs) weight were
found in every fathom driven this would yield only one hundredweight per fathom, admittedly
very pure, when several times that would have been needed to be profitable. Proof is now
impossible but I am inclined to believe that Kitto was rather guilty of exaggeration than outright
fraud and that ‘stones’ were indeed found locally along lodes 1 and 2. This ore habitat was
however simply uneconomic.
When keyword electronic search of the Mining Journal becomes possible it would be informative
to compile the occurrences of ‘stones’ of galena and see whether their distribution is linked to
lode type or phase of mineralisation. The Siglenlas ‘stone’ is texturally of the A2 assemblages as
defined by Mason (1997) and the same is probable for the ‘stones’ at Glansevern.
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13. Further comments on George Hall’s thoughts on tetrahedrite
John Mason will be familiar to many of us who collect minerals in Wales and is an honorary
research fellow at the National Museum of Wales, Cardiff. He has contacted the WMS with the
following comments. He says that his response to George would have been as follows.
I'm a bit late to the discussion but would, now I am aware of it, like to make a few comments. In
NL 68, item 65, the late George Hall quite rightly notes the large specific gravity difference
between tetrahedrite, (Cu,Fe,Ag,Zn)12Sb4S13 and galena. However, another critically important
factor is that the mineral has two modes of occurrence in the Darren-Cwmerfin-Goginan mines
and others in the western part of the Central Wales Orefield. One mode, which people out
mineral collecting are most likely to come across, is as centimetre-sized (exceptionally 10cm)
aggregates in milky quartz, associated with similar sized bodies of galena, chalcopyrite and the
Pb-Sb mineral bournonite (PbCuSbS3) - the latter distinguishable as it has a very imperfect
cleavage whilst tetrahedrite has no cleavage. This is the material that was at least formerly
common on the dumps, prior to the rash of reclamation projects a couple of decades ago. It is by
and large too sparsely concentrated in terms of grade to have been of economic interest, though if
recognised by the miners, small amounts could have been hand-cobbed from any richer blocks of
quartz, as one might do with visible gold occurrences. We're likely talking quantities of a few
tens of kilograms a year but as it carries 10-20 wt % Ag then it might have been viable on
occasion. This rock would clearly not be milled in bulk - hence its abundance originally on
various tips.
The second mode though is only revealed by studying the massive galena - the material that was
sought after at the mines - in polished sections under the reflected light petrological microscope.
In this case, tetrahedrite, along with bournonite, the nickel sulphantimonide ullmannite (NiSbS)
and various other minerals, is part of an abundant inclusion-forming assemblage within the
galena, with a grainsize of say a millimetre at most down to the limits of magnification, less than
a few microns across. At such a grainsize, I would argue that the inclusion-forming minerals
would have to a great extent passed through the jigs and buddles into the lead ore concentrates,
often being completely enclosed by the host galena.
High silver grades (say 15-30 ounces or 425-850ppm Ag per ton of concentrates) in the Minstats
almost entirely coincide with the determined occurrence in Central Wales of tetrahedrite
inclusions in galena. An outstanding exception is found in the even higher silver grades of the
argentiferous galena of the mines around Llanfair Clydogau. The mineralisation there has
affinities with a much later phase of lead mineralisation in Central Wales (Penycefn being a good
example) that is accompanied by distinctive and diagnostic intense silicification of the wallrocks.
Anyone who has visited the Llanfair site will testify as to the hardness of the mineralised rock,
with its scattered galena crystals, on what little remains of the dumps. To date, the means by
which the silver occurred at Llanfair Clydogau has not, I believe, been determined. It would be
an interesting student research project to nail that one!
John Mason

14. Robin Morgan - Forest of Dean freeminer.
The funeral of Robin Morgan who – until his death aged 80 on January 26 – was probably the
oldest freeminer still active, was attended by dozens of his family, friends and colleagues. His
coffin was carried to the service at Holy Trinity church, Drybrook on a coal truck, and on it also
were his white pit helmet, his boots, and a pick that he used to break up coal. In a tribute and
eulogy, Rev Philip Avery said: “Robin was born Robert David Morgan in the village of Steam
Mills on October 26, 1935. He was the sixth son born to Lesley and Maise Morgan. Robin, as he
was always known, had five older brothers: Dick, Ashley, Peter, Basil and Dink, a sister, Betty,
and a younger brother John. Times were tough growing up with the family, but they never
thought anything of it, as most families back then were in the same situation. There was no
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money for toys, but that never stopped them from having fun playing football together and
getting up to mischief in the surrounding woods. Robin attended Steam Mills School and enjoyed
his time there, except on a rainy day. The first up was always the best dressed, so he would often
have holes in his shoes, which he would fill with cardboard, but by the time he got to the school
gates his socks would be wet. Robin then attended Abenhall secondary school in Mitcheldean,
but was not keen, so left sooner than he should have, to start his working life in the mines. He
already had some mining experience, at 13 two of his brothers had dropped him down a shaft in a
40 gallon drum on a hand winch. Enough to put most people off, but he thought it was brilliant,
far better than being at school. At 14, though, his career in mining officially started, as an
apprentice at Northern United. As part of his apprenticeship he got to visit one of the deep mines
every week, which he loved, but as a boy was frightened of going down Waterloo, because there
was no bottom to the pit, as it was full of water. His first job at Northern was spragging the carts.
It was very dangerous and in later life he’d say, ‘I’d be scared to do it now’. After Northern
closed, he did everything to make ends meet. He worked in the woods cutting timber, drove
lorries for George Reid and dug tunnels under Gloucester and Cheltenham, but all the time
worked at his mine in Heyward in the evenings and weekends. He owned and worked the
Phoenix Colliery in Cannop with his sons Neil and Dave and his brothers Dink and Gary; his
cousin Hedley also worked there. Then to Hopewell with the same crew and new member Rich
Harding, who knew the mine well, having worked for the previous owner, Bert Hinton.
Preserving the forest mining heritage was also important to Robin. He turned Hopewell into a
visitors’ mine, which he ran with his wife Elleen, his son Neil and daughter Jane. He only
decided to sell Hopewell 12 months ago to his mate Deg, who now runs it with Rich Daniels, but
continued to work there.”
Forest of Dean and Wye Valley Review, via John Hine

15. Lucy 2004(?) – 2016
It is with sadness that I report on the
passing of Lucy the Lurcher, our dog. Old
age suddenly caught up with her shortly
after Christmas, with rapidly failing health
she was finally allowed on the sofa and the
diet went out of the window!
Although never officially a paid up member
of the Society she nevertheless attended a
number of meets over the last few years and
thoroughly enjoyed wandering aimlessly*
around the Welsh countryside. Not sure she
fully understood the importance (and
excitement?) of examining rusty ironwork
and crumbling building remains but enjoy
she did! From a rocky start to life having been left at the side of a busy main road she was given
a new home by Jo, meeting me shortly afterwards, and from there her opportunities in life
expanded. As we’re keen hill walkers she was often taken (dragged?!) with us and soon
developed the habit of hiding in her bed when she saw rucksacks being packed! Puddles and
mud? Eugh! Until I taught her that running through them at top speed was actually fun! Cue wet,
muddy but happy dog! As well as local dog walks some of her other interests included staying in
bed for days (usually following a hill walk), running fast, barking at you for a pee 2 mins after
you’ve settled down to watch TV, sunbathing and of course industrial archaeology!
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A nervous dog at times, she was always at ease on the field meets and I’m sure she will be
missed by the many friends she made. (Photo: The powder house at Fan Bwlch Chwyth Quarry
SN 915220)
(* Wandering aimlessly? The WMS? Never! Ed.)
Neil Culross

16. News
2015Cave Access Ltd - Mines Agreement
The agreement signed by Cave Access Limited to allow cavers and mine-explorers access to sites
on Welsh Government and National Resources Wales land will come up for renewal in early
March. A total of 68 people registered for access in 2015 and there were 27 trips reported. The
most popular venues were Rhiwbach Slate Mine and Parc Lead Mine in the Gwydyr forest.
Users of the agreement are reminded that registration runs on a yearly basis and so it will be
necessary to renew permits for the forthcoming year.
Send an email with your name, BCA number and club name (or use ‘BCA’ if a DIM) to:
permits@caveaccess.co.uk
CCC Newsletter Spring 2016
Dinas Silica Mines access
Natural Amenities Ltd has acquired the main part of Dinas Silica Mines - that on the north side
of the Afon Sychryd, ensuring access for the future. The mine was used regularly by outdoor
groups in the 70’s and 80’s but issues with potential instability led to insurance problems. The
mine has not been inspected for some time and may still be considered unsuitable for groups.
The mines on the south side of the stream remain out of bounds – signage makes it abundantly
clear that there is no access to these.
Descent January 2016, via Mole
RCAHMW
In preparation for their move to new premises at the National Library of Wales, the Royal
Commission will be suspending their library, search-room and enquiry service from 4 April
2016. They anticipate the suspension to last for three months. During the closure RCAHMW will
be unable to accommodate visitors or reply to enquiries. They apologise for any inconvenience
this may cause and look forward to welcoming readers to their new library and reading room in
the summer.
RCAHMW Bulletin
Penrhiw Hone Quarry, Moel Siabod SH 722541
The Dolwyddelan Historical Society has carried out an archaeological survey of this quarry and
among other things have discovered the remains of a ten bladed reciprocating sandsaw, powered
by a waterwheel.
A report has been deposited with RCAHMW – The Siabod Hone Quarry, Dolwyddelan, by W.T.
and A.M. Jones. October 2014 Ref. 2014_017.
The archaeologist Rhys Mwyn has reports and photos of the work in 2014.
See www.rhysmwyn.blogspot.co.uk/2014/03/dig-diary-2014.html
Very little has been written on this subject. There is an article by Ivor E. Davies - “The
Manufacture of Honestones in Gwynedd” in the Transactions of the Caernarvonshire Historical
Society 37 (1976) pp. 80 – 86 Ed.
Award for Senghenydd Memorial Volunteers
The Aber Valley Heritage Group have been given the Queen’s Award for Voluntary Services,
the highest award for volunteering in the UK. The group keeps the history of the Aber Valley
alive, and helped realise the National Mining Memorial in Senghenydd. The memorial was
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unveiled in 2013, the centenary of the Universal Colliery disaster in the village in which 440 men
& boys were killed.
Gwynfynydd Gold Mine
Clogau Gold, the company that produces the jewellery, has bought the Gwynfynydd gold mine
near Dolgellau. The company has submitted an application with the Crown Estate to reopen the
mine, which was last worked in 1998. Ben Roberts, managing director of Clogau, stated that the
company could afford to work the mine as they would be using any output solely for their own
use and would not be selling it on the open market. A yield of one kilogram of gold a year would
be viable, to replenish their diminishing stock of Welsh gold which is mixed with world gold in
their jewellery lines, which are apparently selling like hot cakes. The gold they are using at
present comes from the Clogau mine at Bontddu, which the company worked until 1998.
Liverpool Daily Post January 20th 2016 via Robert Protheroe Jones

George Hall recounts tales of Gwynfynydd to members at the mine, September 2010.

Welsh slate proves its worth again
The BCA have carried out an in depth study of a number of anchors in four different types of
slate. The slates tested were from the Cwmorthin Slate Mine, Blaenau Ffestiniog (the Back Vein
and the Stripey Vein) and from the Cambrian Slate Mine, Llangollen and Braich Goch Mine,
Corris. Full details of these exhaustive tests can be found in the January 2016 BCA newsletter.
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Recent explorations of the Cystanog Lead Mine
The January Cambrian Caving Council Newsletter has an interesting article by Phil Knight
describing his recent explorations at Cystanog lead mine near Carmarthen on Pen Nant hill where
there are a number of shafts and adits dating back to the 1800s. Some of the workings have been
accessed previously but for the last ten years Phil has been attempting to gain access via
Cystanog Level 2. This could once be accessed from Cystanog 3 further up the hill by
descending a shaft composed of a pile of deads held back by timber eventually emerging in
Cystanog 2. However, the shaft has now fallen in. Phil finally achieved a new access in 2015
and a full report of his explorations can be found in the January CCC Newsletter.
Parys Mountain extremophiles
Olly Burrows reports in the January CCC Newsletter on the filming of an ITV science show “It’s
not Rocket Science”. Assisted by the Parys Underground Group the item (to be shown in early
2016) focusses on extremophiles – organisms that survive in extreme environments - such as
bacteria which gain their energy through oxidation of sulphur in a dark, highly acid environment.
Parys Mountain mine workings can offer these conditions in abundance. A film crew spent 7
hours underground with the assistance of PUG members.
Welsh LIDAR dataset now available
Natural Resources Wales has now given free access to its LIDAR (land surface altitude) data
from November 2015 - see http://naturalresources.wales/lidar. The 2m resolution data, presented
as shaded relief, has now been incorporated as a base layer in the Cambrian Cave Registry map.
In view of the numerous mining-interest organisations within CCC, a similar resource is
proposed covering sites of interest to (non-coal) mine explorers and historians in Wales,
Shropshire and the Forest of Dean. It is envisaged that historic sites without any remaining
underground access will be recorded as well as those that are still explorable. Any proposals for
type and level of detail to include, information on authoritative sites to link out to, or other
considerations will be welcome at: registrar@cambriancavingcouncil.org.uk
Draethen Lead Mines Access
Although these mines are listed in the Cave Access Limited agreement the CCC has had
difficulty in setting up a site access protocol with NRW. The concern that it is a significant
location for Greater Horseshoe bats has now been confirmed and as a result for the time being
there is no underground explorer access, but the CCC hope to get a summer season access system
into place for when the bats are elsewhere.
Bryneglwys Slate Quarry – Abergynolwyn
A guide with photos for this site is now available on caveaccess.co.uk for underground visitors.
There are various potential SRT through-trips with a total vertical drop of about 125 metres over
a distance approaching 1km from end to end.
Above six articles from CCC newsletter January 2016 via David Roe
BCA Online Launched
The WMS has been a member of the British Caving Association for a number of years and WMS
members who are insured via the BCA become BCA group members. This requires us to provide
postal address details to the BCA for insurance purposes. In a separate development the BCA is,
rightly, keen to improve its communication to all of its members and the increasing popularity of
emails offers a quick, cheap and easy method. However this also raises data protection issues and
when I was asked to provide email addresses as well as postal addresses of our members I
declined to do so as I believed that a number of WMS members would not feel comfortable with
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having their email details held by a third party. Obviously a number of other caving and mining
societies felt the same way and in order to circumvent the problems the BCA has launched an
online service so members can update their profile and opt to receive electronic publications etc.
To join this scheme, visit the main BCA website and then click on the <BCA Online link>. Click
on the <Request Login Details> button and enter your email address to submit your request for
your username and a password. Once you have these you can then update your preferences
online. It is recommended you opt to ‘allow other BCA mail’ as you will then receive the BCA
newsletter electronically in future.
David Roe
Welsh Mines Preservation Trust Activities at Cwmbyr, 19–20 September 2015
Further investigations have been carried out on the jigger that had been partly exposed on our last
visit. One area of interest was the relationship between the front wall of the jigger and a woodlined drain passing alongside this wall. A couple of bolts were found in the base of the front wall
and suggested an access to the drain. Later it was discovered that more of these bolts projected
through the wooden floor and into the vertical front wall. Holes had been drilled into the
woodwork of the front wall, so these bolts could only be part of a method to keep the front wall
in place. Internally, the sloped wooden floor of the jigger was cleared and the superb carpentry
studied and commented on. Much of the internal woodwork was designed to allow the falling
heavy particles of lead, with some waste, to gravitate down slopes into collecting boxes and then
out to large wooden boxes built on to the jigger. Small vertically-working iron doors kept the
lead in the collecting boxes until the operator was ready to lift the handles and permit the slimes
to pour into the built-on boxes. When these were full, cut outs in their rims permitted the slimes
to flow into the drain system which conveyed the lead to a square wooden settling tank: here, as
the slimes settled, the waste would float on the surface. The slimes were then taken by wooden
troughs to be fed on to the powered buddles for final dressing.
On the research side, Emyr Williams has found a couple of reports on the workings and plant at
Cwmbyr in the nineteenth century, together with information about the output and sales of the
lead concentrates and blende from the mine.
WMPT March 2016 Newssheet - Nigel Chapman
Powder magazine in Cwm Rheidol
A rectangular masonry structure located in a field in Cwm Rheidol has been identified as a
powder magazine. Built c.1868, the building measures approximately 7' x10'. It is unique in Mid
Wales, not only in retaining its original slate roof, but in containing almost perfectly preserved
internal wooden panelling. The external fabric is in poor condition, with several missing roof
slates and the Trust intends to carry out conservation work on this remarkable feature in 2016.
WMPT March 2016 Newssheet - Ioan Lord
Pont Ceunant Generating Station
The Trust is becoming concerned about the condition of this building, it was noticed in late
February 2016, (we have been monitoring the site to ensure no dumping of refuse has taken
place), that the western wall is bowing out more than it was previously. The internal wall
between the coal store (nearest the road) and the boiler room was built with butt joints to the
outside walls, offering no support to the external walls. For many years there had been a gap at
the top of the butt joints on both sides but recently the gap has increased indicating the
movement of the external wall.
The Generating Station was designed and built in 1898 to provide electric power to the nearby
Frongoch Mine by Bernadino Nogara and it contained “state of the art” equipment. Within five
years the mine had closed and the equipment had been sold. The building represents the
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transition from water power to electrical power, as commemorated by the decorative grille on the
front of the building.
The “cathedral like” remains of the Generating Station in Cwm Newyddion had become badly
affected by fly tipping. In 2007 the WMPT with support of Ceredigion County Council’s “Spirit
of the Miners” project, the Environment Agency (Wales) and the landowner carried out a cleanup operation to remove all of the refuse from within the building. For details see:http://welshminestrust.org/pont-ceunant-project
Following this the Trust carried out an archaeological survey of the building’s interior, the results
of which were published in our newsletters. In 2015 the Royal Commission for Ancient and
Historic Monuments in Wales published a video animation about Pont Ceunant which can be
viewed here :-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rGA58iLdqA There are other structural
problems with the building most resulting from the damage to the eastern wall carried out to
remove the equipment following the sale in 1903, despite the warning in the Sale Notice:-

This damage was never made good. We wish to draw attention to the situation with this historic
building in the hope that some form of ‘rescue package’ can be put together. (Photos on p. 22)
Graham Levins Sec. WMPT
Vandalism in Mid Wales
A couple of days ago, I was driving home down the narrow lane that leads past Nantyronen
Mine, in Cwm Rheidol. In a cutting on the right-hand side of the lane, which I always looked out
for as I passed, was the location of a portable Cornish steam engine house built in 1874. Behind
the former engine house, an angle-bob tunnel led into No. 1 Shaft, with remains of the angle-bob
stays still visible in the shaft. There wasn’t a lot left to see, but it was the exact location of
workings, which had started back in the early Eighteenth Century, and as important as any other
small mine in the area. Nevertheless, as I passed the other day, I saw that the whole site had
disappeared. In its place, a large new quarry had been carved out of the ancient wooded hillside,
for storing felled Sessile Oak trees from above. The excavation, now housing a JCB, had
completely obliterated every last inch of No. 1 Shaft and the engine house site, without a trace
remaining of its existence.
Ioan Lord
Legal deposit excitements
The WMS has been confronted by a rather firm letter from “The Agency for the Legal Deposit
Libraries” reminding us that the Legal Deposit Libraries (Non-Print Works) Regulations 2013
requires us to provide 5 copies of each WMS newsletter to the Agency. These are then sent to the
Bodleian Library Oxford University, the Cambridge University Library, National Library of
Scotland, National Library of Wales and Trinity College Dublin in accordance with the terms of
the Legal Deposit Libraries Act 2003 and the Irish Copyright and Related Rights Act 2000. The
missive emphasizes that electronic copies are not acceptable and that the Agency would be
grateful if we “would set up free gratis subscriptions, for future issues/parts of this publication”.
Those members who regularly mislay or lose the WMS Newsletter can be assured that a library
near them will have a copy!
David Roe
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17. Membership and newsletter subscriptions for 2016
It is rather dispiriting for your secretary treasurer to find that despite his best efforts to encourage
you to pay your 2016 subscriptions (your first reminder was back last November) just over 40%
of members have not yet renewed their subscriptions. If you have coloured highlight on your
address label it means you have not paid for 2016. Please do so by return of post – thank you! If
you wish to be insured via the WMS BCA scheme then please remember that your BCA
insurance is not initiated until I receive your BCA insurance payment.
WMS membership with BCA overground insurance is £11 (includes Newsletter)
WMS membership with BCA underground insurance is £22 (includes Newsletter)
WMS membership where you have BCA insurance through another club or society is £5
(you only have to pay the BCA insurance premium once)
WMS Newsletter only subscription is £5
You must have a current BCA insurance to be a member of the Welsh Mines Society and only
BCA insured members may attend WMS field trip meetings. (For details of the BCA insurance
see british-caving.org.uk/?page=3)
Where two members live at the same address (and receive only one newsletter) there is a £3
discount per year from the total fees payable.
Example:
Member 1 – Overground insurance
£11
Member 2 – Underground insurance £22
less same address discount - £3
Total payable for 2016 £30
Your current subscription status is shown on your Newsletter envelope label. If it is highlighted
in fluorescent colour it means payment is due. Cheques (payable to Welsh Mines Society) should
be sent to David Roe, 20, Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon PL21 0NG

28. Directory
Croeso and welcome to new member: Gareth Morris, 84, Heath Road, Navenby, Lincoln LN5
0TT
01522 810049
garethval0593@btinternet.com Interests, Geology, History,
Industrial Archaeology, Machinery, Slate Quarries and Underground exploration,
Further changes in contact details notified since the 2014 Directory are:
Tom Cotterell
Cherry Tree House, Ridge Walk, Ruardean Hill, Drybrook, Glos.,
GL17 9AR
Ross Harding
Woodburn Nook, Mill Road, Haigh of Urr, Castle Douglas,
Dumfries & Galloway, DG 7 3YB
Peter Jackson
14,Kirk Rise, Frosterley, Bishop Auckland, DL13 2SF
Dr G Threlfall
Drover's Rest, 18A Ivy Lane, Stewkley, Bucks, LU7 0EN
Please let David Roe david@d-roe.freeserve.co.uk (postal address above) know of any changes
to your postal or email address, phone number or interests so that the Directory can be kept up to
date
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19. Tailings
Acknowledgements Many thanks to all those who have provided me with contributions and
feedback for the Newsletter. Items are credited to the contributor, unless written by me
(Raymond Griffiths) with the Editor’s hat on. Thanks are also due as usual to David Roe, who
looks after distribution of the Newsletter
Copy Date for the next Newsletter is 15th October 2016 (although earlier contributions make the
Editor’s task considerably easier and increase the chance that he’ll be able to fit your material in)
with publication due mid-November. Contributions to the editor, Raymond Griffiths (preferably
by email in A5 portrait format to editor@welshmines.org ). When items include illustrations,
these should be supplied as individual graphics files (ideally in TIFF format) rather than in the
body of the contribution – detailed information on submission requirements can be found at
http://www.hendrecoed.org.uk/wms/misc/notes_for_contributors.pdf
Opinions expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and do not necessarily reflect
policy or the opinion of the Welsh Mines Society, its officers or the Editor. Letters addressed to
the Editor will be assumed to be for publication unless otherwise stated. It is the responsibility of
contributors to ensure that all necessary permissions, particularly for the reproduction of
illustrations, are obtained. Contributors retain copyright of items published and material in this
Newsletter must not be reproduced without the contributor’s express permission.

Stop Press
Yvonne Chesters has asked our Secretary David Roe if he could organise the sale and disposal of
the late Trevor Chesters mining books, papers and memorabilia – members will recall that
Trevor was a gold enthusiast and there is certainly a bias to this subject! The task of sorting and
cataloguing these is substantial and David Roe is hoping to provide more information in time for
the autumn newsletter.

Welsh Mines Society
Chairman :
JOHN HINE (a.k.a. Mole) The Grottage, 2, Cullis Lane, Mile End, Coleford GL16 7QF
Secretary / Treasurer :
DAVID ROE 20 Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon
Editor:
RAYMOND GRIFFITHS Bryngolau, Panteg, Abergwaun
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Pont Ceunant Generating Station Photos : Robert Ireland
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Kneeling:

Lynda Garfield, Pam Moreton, Alan Thorogood.
John Alder, Daveleen Alder, Roy Fellows, Mary Dupree, Barry Dupree, Roy Quilliam, Neil Culross, Raymond Griffiths,
David Roe, Dave Wellings, Annie Thorogood, Mike Monroe
Photo: Susan Griffiths

Spring Meeting
Back Row Roger Bird, Nigel Morton, Peter Monroe, Jo Dawson, Steve Plant, Tony Oldham, Mole, David James, Rose James,

Nant Gefail y Miners Copper Mine 26th December 1975
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